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Much has changed - 5 key
‘recent’ periods


University and higher education for the few (pre
1970s)



The growth of the binary system (1970-85)



The Dawkins era - 1987-91



The Era of Internationalisation & Mass Higher
Education - 1990-2000



The Nelson/Coalition diversification (‘roll back’?)
reforms - 2001>

The growth of the binary system
(1970-85)









Less than 5% of school leavers had access to
the nation’s 15 universities in 1970
Rise of CAEs (19 unis in 1985 but also 60 HEIs)
Vocational courses also on the rise
Increase in numbers going into Higher Ed
Push towards professional post-initial higher
education (rise of the Grad Dip & coursework
masters)
Growth of institutions
Expansion of on campus accommodation but
secularisation of campuses & society in general
leads to few new denominational colleges

The Dawkins era - 1987-91







Age of equity and access or the ‘watering down’
of university education (take your pick)
Binary system dissolved
Massive growth in university places
Growth of regional universities
Introduction of HECS to partially fund higher
education
Rise of the commuter student & the proportion of
on campus residents dropping rapidly

Key Consequences
 Greater

access to higher education
 Big increase in the participation of women
and mature age students
 Readjustment of funding formulas for
university places
 Increased need to seek non-government
funding
 More commuter students than ever before
 Ad Hoc accommodation solutions

The Era of Internationalisation & Mass
Higher Education - 1990-2000
A period of Change











A push for internationalisation of courses
More mature aged, female and O.S. students
Rise in number of students who worked to pay way
Changes in some course gender mixes, decline in boys
education at school
Increasing separation of teaching and research
Increased class sizes & reduced contact hours
Increased number of part-time staff (up to 25%)
Greater mixed-mode delivery to meet stud/staff needs
Reduced use of libraries except in the virtual mode
Rise of niche undergraduate programs, double degrees,
postgraduate professional courses, & low cost courses

Key Consequences

For students






Rise in higher education participation rate
Reduction in on campus time & involvement
Increase in demands for accountability
More utilitarian approach to their own investment
in higher education
Rise in number of students living at home and
travelling to campus

Key Consequences
For campus accommodation








Expansion of on-campus accommodation mainly to meet
international student needs
New forms of accommodation and experiments
Increase in the cost of on-campus accommodation
Decline in specific courses with impacts on intakes into
residential colleges (e.g. Hawkesbury Ag)
Pressure to reform college culture
Change in mix of residents on campus
Resultant life-style changes, impacts on student unions
etc

The Nelson/Coalition diversification
(‘roll back?) reforms - 2001>
Reasons given for Coalition reforms









Our universities need greater resources
Governance of individual universities seen as poor
Administration of the sector seen as unwieldy,
bureaucratic and ineffective
International pressures to be more competitive
Need for greater sustainability
Quality assurance
Equitable access
Need for diversity within the system

A significant reform agenda

‘Our Universities: Backing Australia’s future’
Key outcomes










$2.6 billion in new funding over 5 years.
$459 million contingent on governance & productivity
reforms.
Adjustments to funding formulas; new discipline mixes
Unis permitted to increase the proportion of self-funded
places to 25% of total course numbers
Allowed to charge up to 30% more than the HECS value
Government loans made available through FeeHelp.
5,000 new Commonwealth Learning Scholarships
2,000 new Comm. Accommodation Scholarships
Initiatives to improve the quality of learning and teaching

Research Quality Framework (RQF)

The key changes






All current IGS and 50% of the RTS to be distributed
based on merit
The RQF to impact on ARC & NH&MRC research
funding
Universities will select individuals and groups to be
reviewed
Basis of the review to be quality, impact and international
relevance
‘Third Stream’ funding??

RQF - Likely consequences for
universities









Concentration of research and postgraduate research
into fewer universities
Existing GO8 universities (who already receive 75% of
all competitive research funding) will receive more
Increased concentration of research into fewer
groups/centres and fewer universities
Some universities will grow their postgraduate research
and honours programs, others will see undergraduate
number rise at the expense of PGs
Increased pressure to travel to enrol in quality courses
In the short term academics might further reduce the
importance they place on teaching
International collaboration in research will increase

RQF - The Impact on Campus
Accommodation
Impact will vary from campus to campus & depending on
the type of accommodation you offer. Likely impacts:







Research intensive universities will reduce UG and
increase PG
Significant discipline shifts may occur
At some universities there will be a shedding of low
research potential courses
The cost of courses will continue to rise
Possible increases in students receiving scholarship
support
Impact of FeeHelp may lead more students to live near
to campus

Over-riding societal changes that
cannot be ignored
Key changes or forces:








Changing nature of work – career changes, increased
P/T work, female participation, longer career trajectories
Changing nature of study - voc. education up, gap years,
pathways
Globalisation – international work opp., study abroad
ICT developments – new ways to gain knowledge and
information, new processes for learning
Increased interest in ethics and values and a questioning
of ideologies that have shaped campus life
Changing views on family, life cycles, and co-ordinating
work, family and study
More minor (but important) forces - property pressures,
interest rates, fuel prices, VSU etc

VSU - a matter for student action?

A look at one College New College

A look at one college









The College is run independently, founded by the
Anglican Church in 1969
Wonderful reputation within UNSW; the College of
choice
Attracts the brightest and best students from across the
UNSW
100% occupancy for 36 years, usually receiving 5
applications for every place
Last semester over 45% of the residents averaged
grades of Distinction or better
Residents are enrolled in a variety of disciplines
Over 70% are rural kids from across Australia
Similar, but different (!) from our older denominational
colleges

Mission: To bring about collegiality,
academic excellence and service to society,
founded upon Christian faith and values

Possible threats?









In 2005 a 20% reduction in applications
Increasing pressures to ensure that our fees are at the
correct price point
Faced with need for refurbishment
Traditional target market is rural students, interstate
students, overseas students and Sydney residents (in
that order)
Social pressures make it difficult to sustain an
unchanging college culture and 1960s practices
Competition from new players coming in the market
University is considering rebuilding its own
accommodation and expanding its offerings

Watching enrolment trends

What I found









Rural enrolments have decreased steadily since
1999 - by 2004, 25% below the 1999 levels.
UAC 1st preferences down by 20.2% 2001-2005
UG Enrolments down 24.5% 2002-2005 in key
fields of study
Engineering down 45% from 2003-2005
Medicine down 28.7% in 2005
Science down 24.1% from 2003-2005
Arts&SS down 21.3% from 2003-2005
In short, 70% of our residents drawn from just
5% of the UNSW student market

But where are the opportunities?
The news isn’t all bad, we’re valuable to UNSW








Strong pastoral care and outstanding academic support
Building character not just intellect
Strong social calendar
Involvement in a rich array of groups, committees,
opportunities for activism, community participation etc
Reduced risk to the University when controlled by
independent organizations
Investment of other people’s money and energy in what
is seen by most administrators as non-core business
Lifetime social networks, alumni benefits to UNSW and
now our alumni old enough for fundraising

Hong Kong Alumni

Key issues for us






Need to assess our
market
Need to modernise
accommodation
Perhaps the need to
diversify our
‘business’
Need to align our
development with the
UNSW mission

Being part of future plans

What does it mean for us collectively?
It means that we:











can’t assume that higher education will stay the same
can expect increasing diversification with losses of some
types of students and the increase in others
might expect the international student market to change
should expect other competitors into the market
need to go back to first principles and ensure that we
offer something unique and significant on our campuses
might just be able to expand rather than contract
might need to seek new partners
must understand the mission of our institutions
must be proactive not reactive
Look for left field influences (e.g. VSU)

Sticking to the fundamentals







Serve our students
Serve our universities
Be strategic
Value quality
improvement
Watch our
competitors
Be proactive not
reactive

